Corrigendum

In tender document

Tender Enquiry No.24/Furniture/116 (III)/2016-RISH(ADMN)

Dated: 30-05-2016

As per schedule, Pre- Bid meeting of “Tender for Hostel Furniture” was held on 19-05-2016 at 03.00 PM, in the tender opening room.

After consideration by Store Purchase Committee following modification (deletions/additions/replacements) additions for Tender Enquiry No. 24/furniture/ 116 (III)/2016-RISH (ADMN) have been made.

Page No. 14, point Sr. No. 04
For: Company /manufacturer/firm must have warehouse in the city or within Uttarakhand. (Enclosed Address details) The company/ manufacturer should be maintaining their office/warehouse in the city /state since last 5 years. Copy of shop and establishment act registration certificate to be enclosed for giving proof of establishment

Read As: Company /manufacturer/firm must have warehouse in the city or within Uttarakhand. (Enclosed Address details) The company/ manufacturer should be maintaining their office/warehouse in the city /state since last 3 years. Copy of shop/establishment act registration certificate under relevant act to be enclosed for giving proof of establishment since last three year.

Following Specifications are added at their respective place:-
“Annexure-1 at Page No.18.

1. Specification of Double Bed (wooden) with Mattress & Pillow:-

Overall Size: Length - (2060-70) mm, Width -(1730-40)mm, Height - (930-40 )mm

Material : Bed Structure consist of metal frames made of M.S. Channels in 1.0mm Thickness. Horizontal plinths and bottom plinth are made of 25 mm Thick Prelaminated Particle Board. Plinth support assembly is made of M.S. 25 mm square pipe in 1.2 mm thickness. Head board is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed to it. Tail board is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed to it. Side rail is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed on to it. Mattress panels of Bed are made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board with all the exposed edges are edge banded with 0.8 mm thick PVC edge banding. All metal parts should be powder coated.

Construction: Knock Down construction.

Finish: 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board is in Walnut shade. Metal frames are powder coated in shade Mat Black to the thickness of 50 microns(+/-10).

Mattress & Pillow: Bed should be supplied with matching mattress with high density foam covered with cloth. It should be 80mm thick.
2. **Specification of Hostel Single Bed (Wooden) with Mattress & Pillow:-**

**Overall Size:** Length - (2060-2070) mm, Width -(1130-1140) mm, Height -(930-940) mm

**Material:** Bed Structure consist of metal frames made of M.S. Channels in 1.0mm Thickness. Horizontal plinths and bottom plinth are made of 25 mm Thick Prelaminated Particle Board. Plinth support assembly is made of M.S. 25 mm square pipe in 1.2 mm thickness. Head board is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed to it. Tail board is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed to it. Side rail is made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle board with imported H.D.F. foil wrapped decorative trims fixed on to it. Mattress panels of Bed are made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board with all the exposed edges are edge banded with 0.8 mm thick PVC edge banding. All metal parts should be powder coated.

**Construction:** Knock Down construction.

**Finish:** 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board is in Walnut shade. Metal frames are powder coated in shade Mat Black to the thickness of 50 microns(+ -10).

**Understorage Overall Size:** Depth - (750-60) mm, Width - (1490-1500) mm, Height - (250-60) mm

**Material:** Body parts of under storage unit are made of 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board. All the exposed edges are edge banded with 0.8 mm thick PVC edge banding. Door panels of under storage unit are made of 8 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board. All the exposed edges are edge banded with 0.8 mm thick PVC edge banding. Bracket for Side Roller in 1.2 mm thickness.

**Hardware:** The high quality hardware used like Rollers, castors, minifix, dowels is of make Hettich..

**Construction:** Knock Down construction.

**Finish:** 18 mm thick Prelaminated Particle Board is in Walnut shade. Metal parts are powder coated in shade black to thickness of 50 microns(+ -10).

**Mattress & Pillow:** Bed should be supplied with matching mattress with high density foam covered with cloth. It should be 80mm thick.
3. Specification of Set of Wooden Premium Dining Table with Chair 06 Seater (Wooden):

Dining Table – Size : 1500 (W) x 900 (D) x 760 (H), Material : Wooden Derivative, Table Top : MDF with Okume Veneer, Table Legs : Solid Wood, Finish : Veneer finish, Thickness : 19 mm for Table top, Colour : Brownish Black, Design : Rectangular table with L shaped Legs covering 3 sides and with Veneer finish, Seating Capacity : 6 seater.

Dining Chair – Size : 430 (W) x 565 (D) x 933 (H) x 480 (SH), Material : Complete Solid Rubber Wood PU coated, Upholstery : PVC, Colour : Dark Coffee, Design : Sleek & contemporary look with Hi-Back support, Comfort : Ultra comfort as cushion on Seat & Back

Note: 1. Last date of submission of bids in respect of aforesaid tender is hereby extended till __10-06-2016__ at 03:00 PM and Technical bid will be opened on same day at 03.30 PM.

2. Relaxation for submitting EMD and tender fee viz. NSIC, NCCF etc. will be governed by Government of India rules. The bidders have to submit a latest copy from which they have been exempted from EMD/tender fee.